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Abstract: The kinematic dependences of the relative production rates, fΛ0 /fd , of Λ0b
0

b

−
+ −
baryons and B 0 mesons are measured using Λ0b → Λ+
c π and B → D π decays. The
measurements use proton-proton collision data, corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of 1 fb−1 at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV, recorded in the forward region with the
LHCb experiment. The relative production rates are observed to depend on the transverse
momentum, pT , and pseudorapidity, η, of the beauty hadron, in the studied kinematic
region 1.5 < pT < 40 GeV/c and 2 < η < 5. Using a previous LHCb measurement of fΛ0 /fd
b
 
+0.12
0
+
−
in semileptonic decays, the branching fraction B Λb → Λc π = 4.30±0.03 −0.11 ±0.26±

0.21 × 10−3 is obtained, where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic,
the third is from the previous LHCb measurement of fΛ0 /fd and the fourth is due to the
0

b

B → D+ π − branching fraction. This is the most precise measurement of a Λ0b branching
fraction to date.
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1

Introduction

Measurements of beauty hadron production in high-energy proton-proton (pp) collisions
provide valuable information on fragmentation and hadronisation within the framework
of quantum chromodynamics [1]. The study of beauty baryon decays also provides an
additional channel for investigating CP violation [2]. While significant progress has been
made in the understanding of the production and decay properties of beauty mesons,
knowledge of beauty baryons is limited.
The relative production rates of beauty hadrons are described by the fragmentation
fractions fu , fd , fs , fc and fΛ0 , which describe the probability that a b quark fragments into
b
a Bq meson (where q = u, d, s, c) or a Λ0b baryon, respectively, and depend on the kinematic
properties of the b quark. Strange b baryons are less abundantly produced [3] and are
neglected here. Measurements of ground state b hadrons produced at the pp interaction
point also include decay products of excited b hadrons. In the case of B mesons, such
excited states include B ∗ and B ∗∗ mesons, while Λ0b baryons can be produced via decays
(∗)
of Λ∗0
baryons.
b or Σb
Knowledge of the relative production rate of Λ0b baryons is necessary to measure abso−
lute Λ0b branching fractions. The measurement of the branching fraction of the Λ0b → Λ+
c π
decay reported in this paper improves the determination of any Λ0b branching fraction mea− decay. The inclusion of charge conjugate processes is
sured relative to the Λ0b → Λ+
c π
implied throughout this paper. The average branching fraction and production ratios are
measured.
Previous measurements of fΛ0 /fd have been made in e+ e− collisions at LEP [4], pp
b
collisions at CDF [5, 6] and pp collisions at LHCb [7]. The value of fΛ0 /fd measured at
b
LEP differs significantly from the values measured at the hadron colliders, indicating a
strong dependence of fΛ0 /fd on the kinematic properties of the b quark.
b
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1 Introduction

R(x) ≡

NΛ0 →Λ+
− (x)
c π
b

NB 0 →D+ π− (x)

×

εB 0 →D+ π− (x)
,
εΛ0 →Λ+
− (x)
c π

(1.1)

b

where N is the event yield,  is the total reconstruction and selection efficiency, and x
denotes pT or η. The quantity R is related to fΛ0 /fd through
b

fΛ0
b

fd


−

(x) =

B B 0 → D+ π
B(D+ → K − π + π + )
×
× R(x)
−
− +
B(Λ0b → Λ+
B(Λ+
c π )
c → pK π )

≡ S × R(x),

(1.2)

where S is a constant scale factor.
Since the value of fΛ0 /fd in a given bin of pT or η is independent of the decay mode of
b
the b hadron, the values of fΛ0 /fd (pT ) from the semileptonic analysis [7] can be compared
b
to the measurement of R(pT ), which allows for the extraction of the value of S. The

− can then be readily obtained using eq. (1.2). Notably,
branching fraction B Λ0b → Λ+
c π

− +
0
+ − in this way,
the dependence on B (Λ+
c → pK π ) cancels when extracting B Λb → Λc π
because this branching fraction also enters in the semileptonic measurement of fΛ0 /fd .
b

Furthermore, the branching fractions B B 0 → D+ π − [10] and B (D+ → K − π + π + ) [11]

− .
are well known, leading to a precise determination of B Λ0b → Λ+
c π
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−
−
The LHCb analysis [7] was based on semileptonic Λ0b → Λ+
c µ ν̄X and B → Dµ ν̄X
decays, where the B meson is charged or neutral, and X represents possible additional decay products of the b hadron that are not included in the candidate reconstruction. Near
equality of the inclusive semileptonic decay width of all b hadrons was assumed. The analysis measured fΛ0 /(fu + fd ), which can be converted into fΛ0 /fd under the assumption of
b
b
isospin symmetry, i.e. fu = fd . A clear dependence of fΛ0 /fd on the transverse momentum
b
−
−
0
pT of the Λ+
c µ and Dµ pairs was observed. A CMS analysis [8] using Λb → J/ΨΛ
0
decays also found that the cross-section for Λb baryons fell faster with pT than the b-meson
cross-sections.
The present paper uses a data sample, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
−1
1 fb of pp collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV, collected with the LHCb
detector. This is a substantially increased data sample compared to that in ref. [7]. The
analysis aims to clarify the extent and characteristics of the pT dependence of fΛ0 /fd .
b
Moreover, the dependence of fΛ0 /fd on the pseudorapidity η, defined in terms of the polar
b
angle θ with respect to the beam direction as − ln(tan θ/2), is studied for the first time.
The analysis covers the fiducial region 1.5 < pT < 40 GeV/c and 2 < η < 5.
−
0
+ −
The hadronic decays Λ0b → Λ+
c π and B → D π are used, with the charm hadrons
− + and D + → K − π + π + , respectively.
reconstructed using the decay modes Λ+
c → pK π
0
+
The data sample and the selection of B → D π − decays are identical to those used in
ref. [9]. Although a precise measurement of the absolute value of fΛ0 /fd is not possible
b
−
with these decays, since the Λ0b → Λ+
c π branching fraction is poorly known [10], they can
be used to measure the dependence of fΛ0 /fd on the b-hadron kinematic properties to high
b
precision. This is achieved by measuring the efficiency-corrected yield ratio R in bins of
pT or η of the beauty hadron


The dependence of the semileptonic fΛ0 /fd measurement on B Λ0b → Λ+
µ− ν̄X , and
c
b
the assumption of near equality of the inclusive semileptonic decay width of all b hadrons,

− from the current paper cannot be used
implies that the measurement of B Λ0b → Λ+
c π

−
to normalise existing measurements of B Λ0b → Λ+
c µ ν̄X [10].

2

Detector and simulation

3

Event selection

− + −
0
+
− + + −
Since the Λ0b → Λ+
c (→ pK π )π and B → D (→ K π π )π decays have the same
topology, the criteria used to select them are chosen to be similar. This minimises the systematic uncertainty on the ratio of the selection efficiencies. Following the trigger selection,
a preselection is applied using the reconstructed masses, decay times and vertex qualities of
the b-hadron and c-hadron candidates. Further separation between signal and background
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The LHCb detector [12] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity
range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector
surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream
of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of siliconstrip detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream. The combined tracking system
provides a momentum measurement with relative uncertainty that varies from 0.4% at
5 GeV/c to 0.6% at 100 GeV/c, and impact parameter resolution of 20 µm for tracks with
large pT . Different types of charged hadrons are distinguished by information from two
ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors. Photon, electron and hadron candidates are identified
by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identified by a system
composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers.
The trigger consists of a hardware stage, based on information from the calorimeter
and muon systems, followed by a software stage, which applies a full event reconstruction.
The events used in this analysis are selected at the hardware stage by requiring a cluster in
the calorimeters with transverse energy greater than 3.6 GeV. The software trigger requires
a two-, three- or four-track secondary vertex (SV) with a large sum of the pT of the particles
and a significant displacement from the primary pp interaction vertices (PVs). At least
one charged particle should have pT > 1.7 GeV/c and χ2IP with respect to any PV greater
than 16, where χ2IP is defined as the difference in fit χ2 of a given PV reconstructed with
and without the considered track. A multivariate algorithm is used for the identification
of SVs consistent with the decay of a b hadron.
Simulated collision events are used to estimate the efficiency of the reconstruction and
selection steps for signal as well as background b-hadron decay modes. In the simulation,
pp collisions are generated using Pythia [13] with a specific LHCb configuration [14].
Decays of hadronic particles are described by EvtGen [15], in which final-state radiation
is generated using Photos [16]. The interaction of the generated particles with the detector
and its response are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [17, 18] as described in ref. [19].

4

Event yields

The dependences of fΛ0 /fd on the pT and η of the b hadron are studied in the ranges
b
1.5 < pT < 40 GeV/c and 2 < η < 5. The event sample is sub-divided in 20 bins in
pT and 10 bins in η, with bin boundaries chosen to obtain approximately equal numbers
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is achieved using a boosted decision tree (BDT) [20]. The BDT is trained and tested on a
sample of B 0s → Ds+ π − events from the same data set as the signal events. This sample of
events is not used elsewhere in the analysis. For the signal, a weighted data sample based
on the sPlot technique [21] is used. A training sample representative of combinatorial background is selected from Bs0 candidates with mass greater than 5445 MeV/c2 . The variables
with the most discriminating power are found to be the χ2IP of the b-hadron candidate with
respect to the PV, the pT of the final-state particles, and the angle between the b-hadron
momentum vector and the vector connecting its production and decay vertices. In events
with multiple PVs, the b hadron is associated to the PV giving the smallest χ2IP .
The BDT requirement is chosen to maximise the signal yield divided by the square
root of the sum of the signal and background yields. It rejects approximately 84% of the
combinatorial background events while retaining approximately 84% of the signal events.
− + +
The D+ (Λ+
c ) candidates are identified by requiring the invariant mass under the K π π
(pK − π + ) hypothesis to fall within the range 1844–1890 (2265–2305) MeV/c2 . The mass
resolution of the charm hadrons is approximately 6 MeV/c2 .
The ratio of selection efficiencies is evaluated using simulated events.
The
+
−
+
+
D → K π π decay is generated using the known Dalitz structure [22], while the
− +
Λ+
c → pK π decay is generated using a combination of non-resonant and resonant decay modes with proportions according to ref. [23]. Interference effects in the Λ+
c decay
are not taken into account. Consistency checks, using a phase-space only model for the
− + decay, show negligible differences in the relative efficiencies. The distriΛ+
c → pK π
butions of the input variables to the BDT are compared in data and simulation. Good
agreement is observed for most variables. The largest deviation is seen for quantities related to the track quality. The simulated events are reweighted so that the distributions
of these quantities reproduce the distributions in data.
The final stage of the event selection applies particle identification (PID) criteria on
all tracks, based on the differences in the natural logarithm of the likelihood between the
pion, kaon and proton hypotheses [24]. The PID performance as a function of the pT
and η of the charged particle is estimated from data. This is performed using calibration
samples, selected using only kinematic criteria, and consisting of approximately 27 million
D∗− → D0 (K + π − )π − decays for kaons and pions, and 13 million Λ → pπ − decays for
protons. The size of the proton calibration sample is small at high pT of the proton and
does not allow a reliable estimate of the efficiency of the proton PID requirement in this
kinematic region. Hence, proton PID criteria are only applied to candidates restricted
to a kinematic region in proton momentum and pseudorapidity corresponding to low-pT
protons. Outside of this region, no PID criteria are imposed on the proton.
The ratio of total selection efficiencies, εB 0 →D+ π− /εΛ0 →Λ+
− , is shown in figure 1.
c π
b
Fluctuations are included in the calculation of the efficiency-corrected yield ratio.

1.3

εDπ / εΛcπ

εDπ / εΛcπ

1.4

(a) LHCb
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Figure 1. Ratio of total selection efficiencies in bins of the (a) pT and (b) η of the b hadron. The
horizontal error bars indicate the range of each bin in pT or η respectively.

of B 0 → D+ π − candidates per bin. The bin centres are obtained from simulated events
without any selection applied, and are defined as the mean of the average pT or η of the
−
0
+ −
Λ0b → Λ+
c π and B → D π samples in each bin.
The yields of the two decay modes are determined from extended maximum likelihood
fits to the unbinned mass distributions of the reconstructed b-hadron candidates, in each
bin of pT or η. To improve the mass resolution, the value of the beauty hadron mass is refit
with the invariant mass of the charm hadron constrained to its known value [10]. Example
fits in the pT bin with the lowest fitted signal yield and in an arbitrarily chosen η bin
−
+ −
are shown in figure 2 for Λ+
c π and D π candidates. The total signal yields, obtained
− sample and
from fits to the total event samples, are 44 859 ± 229 for the Λ0b → Λ+
c π
0
+
−
106 197 ± 344 for the B → D π sample.
The signal mass shape is described by a modified Gaussian distribution with powerlaw tails on either side to model the radiative tail and non-Gaussian detector effects. The
parameters of the tails are obtained from simulated events and fixed in the fit. The mean
and the width of the Gaussian distribution are allowed to vary.
Three classes of background are considered: partially reconstructed decays with or
without misidentified tracks, fully reconstructed decays where at least one track is misidentified, and combinatorial background. The shapes of the invariant mass distributions for
the partially reconstructed decays are obtained using large samples of simulated events.
For the B 0 → D+ π − sample, the decays B 0 → D+ ρ− and B 0 → D∗+ π − are modelled
−
with non-parametric distributions [25]. The main sources for the Λ0b → Λ+
c π sample are
− and Λ0 → Σ + π − decays, which are modelled with a bifurcated Gaussian
Λ0b → Λ+
c ρ
c
b
function. All these processes involve a neutral pion that is not included in the candidate’s
reconstruction.
The invariant mass distributions of the misidentified decays are affected by the PID
criteria. The shapes are obtained from simulated events, reweighted according to the
momentum-dependent particle identification efficiency, with the mass hypothesis of the sig−
nal applied. The B 0 → D+ π − background in the Λ0b → Λ+
c π sample is most abundant in
the highest pT bins, since the proton PID criteria are least effective in this kinematic region.
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Figure 2. Invariant mass distributions of (a,c) Λ+
c π candidates and (b,d) D π candidates for
specific ranges in pT and η of the b hadron, with fit projections overlaid. The different components
are defined in the legend, where “part reco” refers to the sum of partially reconstructed decays.

− and B 0 → D + K − contribute to the
The Cabibbo-suppressed decays Λ0b → Λ+
c K
0
+
−
0
+
−
background in the Λb → Λc π and B → D π fits, respectively, when the kaon of the
b-hadron decay is misidentified as a pion. The yields of these backgrounds relative to the
signal yield are constrained in the fits, using LHCb measurements of the relevant ratios
of branching fractions [9, 26] and the misidentification probabilities with their associated
uncertainties.
The combinatorial background consists of events with random pions, kaons and protons
+
+
forming a mis-reconstructed D+ or Λ+
c candidate, as well as genuine D or Λc hadrons,
that combine with a random pion. The combinatorial background is modelled with an
exponential shape. The slope is fixed in the fit in each kinematic bin to the value found
from a fit to the total sample.

5

Results

The study of the dependences of fΛ0 /fd on the pT and η of the b hadron and the meab
−
surement of the branching fraction of Λ0b → Λ+
c π decays are performed using candidates
restricted to the fiducial region 1.5 < pT < 40 GeV/c and 2 < η < 5. A discussion on the
systematic uncertainties related to these measurements can be found in the next section.
The ratio of efficiency-corrected event yields as a function of pT is shown in figure 3(a),
and is fitted with an exponential function,
R(pT ) = a + exp (b + c × pT [GeV/c]) ,
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(b)

with
a = +0.181 ± 0.018 ± 0.026 ,
b = −0.391 ± 0.023 +0.069
−0.067 ,
c = −0.095 ± 0.007 ± 0.014 [GeV/c]−1 ,
where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic. The correlation
matrix of the parameters is


−0.22 −0.94


ρ(a, b, c) =  −0.22

1

−0.94 −0.10




−0.10  .
1

The correlation between the parameters leads to a relatively large apparent uncertainty on
the individual parameters. Systematic uncertainties are not included in this matrix. The
χ2 /ndf value of the fit is 23.3/17, which corresponds to a p-value of 0.14.
The η dependence is described by a linear function,
R(η) = a + b × (η − η) ,

(5.2)

with
a = 0.464 ± 0.003 +0.008
−0.010 ,
b = 0.081 ± 0.005 +0.013
−0.009 ,
η = 3.198 ,
where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic. The offset η is
fixed to the average value of the measured η distribution. The correlation between the
two fit parameters is negligible for this choice of η. The χ2 /ndf value of the fit is 13.1/8,
corresponding to a p-value of 0.11.
To extract the scale factor S given in eq. (1.2), the normalisation of R(x), with fixed
parameters a, b and c, is allowed to vary in a fit to the published fΛ0 /fd data [7], as shown in
b
−
figure 3(b). The result quoted in ref. [7] was measured as a function of the pT of the Λ+
c µ
system. A shift, estimated from simulation, is applied to the pT values to obtain the corresponding average pT of the b hadron for each bin. Furthermore, the semileptonic results

+0.21
− +
are updated using recent determinations of B(Λ+
c → pK π ) = 6.84 ± 0.24 −0.27 % [27]
and the ratio of lifetimes (τB + + τB 0 )/2τΛ0 = 1.071 ± 0.008 [28, 29].
b
The following value of the scale factor S is determined,
semileptonic

hadronic

z
}|
{z
}|
{
+0.058
S = 0.834 ±0.006 (stat) +0.023
(syst)
±0.027
(stat)
(syst)
,
−0.021
−0.062
where the statistical and systematic uncertainties associated with the hadronic and semileptonic measurement are shown separately. The χ2 /ndf value of the fit is 8.68/3, which
corresponds to a p-value of 0.03.
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Figure 3. (a) Dependence of the efficiency-corrected ratio of yields, R, between Λ0b → Λ+
and
c π
0
+ −
B → D π decays on the pT of the beauty hadron, fitted with an exponential function. The error
bars on the data show the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. (b) The
resulting parametrisation is then fitted to the rescaled fΛ0b /fd measurements from the semileptonic
analysis [7], to obtain the scale factor S. The error bars include only the statistical uncertainty.

By multiplying the ratio of the efficiency-corrected yields R with the scale factor S,
the dependences of fΛ0 /fd on pT and η are obtained. The pT dependence is described with
b
the exponential function
fΛ0 /fd (pT ) = a0 + exp(b0 + c0 × pT [GeV/c]) ,
b

(5.3)

with
a0 = +0.151 ± 0.016 +0.024
−0.025 ,
b0 = −0.573 ± 0.040 +0.101
−0.097 ,
c0 = −0.095 ± 0.007 ± 0.014 [GeV/c]−1 ,
where the first uncertainty is the combined statistical and the second is the combined
systematic from the hadronic and semileptonic measurements. The correlations between
the three fit parameters change due to the uncertainty on the scale factor S. The correlation
matrix of the parameters is


1
0.55 −0.73


ρ(a0 , b0 , c0 ) =  0.55
1 −0.03  .
−0.73 −0.03

1

The η dependence is described by the linear function
fΛ0 /fd (η) = a0 + b0 × (η − η) ,
b

with
a0 = 0.387 ± 0.013 +0.028
−0.030 ,
b0 = 0.067 ± 0.005 +0.012
−0.009 ,
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Figure 4. Dependence of fΛ0b /fd on the (a) pT and (b) η of the beauty hadron. To obtain this
figure, the ratio of efficiency-corrected event yields is scaled to the absolute value of fΛ0b /fd from
the semileptonic analysis [7]. The error bars include the statistical and systematic uncertainties
associated with the hadronic measurement. The dashed red lines indicate the uncertainty on the
scale of fΛ0b /fd from the semileptonic analysis.

where the first uncertainty is the combined statistical and the second is the combined
systematic from the hadronic and semileptonic measurements. The dependences of fΛ0 /fd
b
on the pT and η of the b hadron are shown in figure 4.

− is obtained by substituting the results for S and
The absolute value for B Λ0b → Λ+
c π
− +
B(B 0 → D+ π − ) = (2.68 ± 0.13) × 10−3 [10] into eq. (1.2). The value for B (Λ+
c → pK π )
is also used in the determination of fΛ0 /fd using semileptonic decays and therefore cancels
b
−
in the final result. The branching fraction for Λ0b → Λ+
c π is measured to be



+0.12
−
B Λ0b → Λ+
π
=
4.30
±
0.03
±
0.26
±
0.21
× 10−3 ,
c
−0.11
where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic, the third is from the
previous LHCb measurement of fΛ0 /fd , and the fourth is due to the knowledge of B(B 0 →
b
D+ π − ). This value is in agreement with the current world average [10]. It also agrees within
0 −
2.4 standard deviations with the recent LHCb measurement using Λ0b → Λ+
c (→ pKS )π
decays [30], taking into account the correlated uncertainty from the semileptonic value
for fΛ0 /fd (6.1%). Combining the two LHCb measurements, and using a consistent value
b

for the lifetime ratio of (τB + + τB 0 )/2τΛ0 = 1.071 ± 0.008, we obtain B Λ0b → Λ+
π− =
c
b
(4.46 ± 0.36) × 10−3 , where the uncertainty is the combined statistical and systematic
uncertainty of both measurements.

6

Systematic uncertainties

Systematic uncertainties on the measurement of the relative efficiency-corrected event yields
−
0
+ −
of the Λ0b → Λ+
c π and B → D π decay modes relate to the fit models and to the efficiencies of the PID, BDT and trigger selections. The effect of each systematic uncertainty
on the efficiency-corrected yield ratio is calculated separately for each bin of pT or η. The
systematic uncertainties are considered to be correlated across the bins, unless mentioned
otherwise. The effect of the systematic uncertainties on the model of the R(x) dependence
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p T [GeV/ c]

pT bins

η bins

R = a + exp(b + c × pT )

R = a + b × (η − η)

a

b

c

a

−
B(Λ0b → Λ+
c π )

b

Fit model
Signal

+0.7
−0.4 %

+0.5
−0.2 %

+0.2
−0.3 %

+0.3
−0.1 %

+1.1
−1.8 %

+0.2
−0.1 %

Background

+5.5
−1.7 %

+2.8
−2.1 %

+2.6
−1.1 %

+0.6
−0.1 %

+2.4
−4.7 %

+0.6
−0.0 %

Efficiencies
0.0%

0.5%

2.5%

−1.3%

12.7%

−1.1%

BDT

+5.8
−7.6 %

−15.1
+14.2 %

+ 9.6
−10.2 %

+1.3
−1.3 %

+4.7
−4.8 %

+2.3
−2.2 %

±12.1%

±9.0%

±10.8%

±0.9%

±9.3%

±1.2%

0.9%

1.0%

1.0%

−0.3%

−0.1%

−0.3%

Bin centre

±0.3%

±0.3%

±0.1%

±0.1%

±1.3%

0.0%

Total

+14.6
−14.5 %

+17.1
−17.7 %

+14.9
−14.9 %

+1.8
−2.1 %

+16.6
−11.6 %

+2.6
−2.8 %

Sample size
Trigger
Other

Table 1. Relative systematic uncertainties for the measurements of R(x) (first five columns) and
−
B(Λ0b → Λ+
c π ) (last column). The uncertainties from the various sources are uncorrelated and
added in quadrature to obtain the total uncertainty. Sample size refers to the size of the simulated
events sample.


− are determined by refitting the data points when
and the measurement of B Λ0b → Λ+
c π
the R value in each bin is varied by its associated uncertainty. The various sources of
systematic uncertainty are discussed below and summarised in table 1.
The uncertainty due to the modelling of the signal shape is estimated by replacing
the modified Gaussian with two modified Gaussians, which share the same mean but are
allowed to have different widths. In addition, the parameters that describe the tails are
varied by ±10% relative to their nominal values, which is the maximum variation found
for these parameters when leaving them free in the fit. This affects the ratio of yields by
a maximum of 0.3%.
A possible variation of the slope of the combinatorial background shape across the bins
+
is observed in a data sample of Λ+
c π candidates. To account for this, the slope is varied
from ±50% in the lowest pT or η bin to ∓50% in the highest pT or η bin. The signal yield
ratio varies by less than 1%, with the exception of one pT bin which shows a variation of
approximately 2%.
The uncertainty on the shapes of partially reconstructed backgrounds is estimated by
−
modelling them with a non-parametric distribution [25] for Λ0b → Σc+ π − and Λ0b → Λ+
c ρ
decays and with two modified Gaussian distributions with tails on either side for the B 0 →
D∗+ π − shape. The effect on the signal yield ratio is below 0.5% in most bins, increasing
to about 2% for the highest pT bin.
The contribution of b-hadron decays without an intermediate c hadron is ignored in
the fit. To evaluate the systematic uncertainty due to these decays, the b-hadron mass
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7

Conclusions

The dependences of the production rate of Λ0b baryons with respect to B 0 mesons are
measured as functions of the transverse momentum pT and of the pseudorapidity η of
the b hadron. The pT dependence is accurately described by an exponential function.
The ratio of fragmentation fractions fΛ0 /fd decreases by a factor of three in the range
b
1.5 < pT < 40 GeV/c. The ratio of fragmentation fractions fΛ0 /fd versus η is described by
b
a linear dependence in the range 2 < η < 5.
The absolute scale of fΛ0 /fd is fixed using the measurement of fΛ0 /fd from semileptonic
b
b
−
b-hadron decays [7]. The branching fraction of the decay Λ0b → Λ+
c π is determined with
a total precision of 8%,

 
+0.12
−
B Λ0b → Λ+
π
=
4.30
±
0.03
±
0.26
±
0.21
× 10−3 ,
c
−0.11
which is the most precise determination of a branching fraction of a beauty baryon to date.
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of quantities related to the track quality match the distributions observed in data. The
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